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PREFACE

The Montreal Conference was held in 1960; since that year, Unesco has had
the -purage and the tenacity to bring forth the adult education subject on the
international public scene. The achievement of having the adult education recog-
nized as a fundamental reality of social community development was not always
easy. Three years after the Tokyo Conference, Unesco now proposes :is a working
document an international Draft Recommendation on adult education-development.
Essentially, the thinking on the subject must be rendered operational. The purpose
of this document is the application to reality of the concepts explored during the
past years, and especially at the Tokyo Conference.

In the same spirit, the "Occasional, Paper", of the Canadian Commission
for Unesco is used to make known this document of first importance in reflec-
tion or in actictff to, the Canadian people and particularly to those involved in
adult education.

First we will find, in the following pages the Preliminary Report defining the
situation on which will be based-the Recommendation and its scope. This analysis
points out the highlights of the international Conferences held in Elsinore (1949),
Montreal (1960) and Tokyo (4972).

Next comes Annex I, which is the Draft Recommendation on adult education
development. Although it is given as an annex, this part of the document is the
most important since it is the one that will be presented to the General Conference
and, if accepted, will become the reference document for the Member States.

Annex II is an explanation of the significance of the Recommendation.

Finally, the last part is a report of the Canadian reaction to the IntCrnational
Recommendation. It was prepared by a group of Canadian experts that met to
analyse the Draft Recommendation; these experts identified the gaps and brought
up the need for clarification on certain points of the Draft Recommendation. Their
conclusions constitute the basis of the group's position on the Recommendation.
It is important to notice that the text of the Canadian reaction is not:finalized and
that it could be completed in the following weeks by other incoming suggestions.

Though not yet accepted, the Recommendation could be worthy of our reflec-
tion and stimulate our action. The vote at the General Conference will only ratify
the desire of all those wanting to pursue further the work already initiated for the
encouragement and development of adult education in Canada and all over
the World.

Gilles l3esner
Program Officer
Canadian Commission
for Unesco
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PRELIMINARY REPORT

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

DEVELOPMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION

Preliminary report prepared pursuant to Article 10. I of Unesco's
Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Member States
and International Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV,
paragraph 4, of the Constitution.

SUMMARY

Under resolution I. 221 adopted at its eighteenth session, the
General Conference considered it desirable that an international instru-
ment should be drawn up on the development' of adult education. It
decided that this international instrument should take the form of a
recommendation to Member States.

In implementation of Article 10. I of the "Rules of Procedure
concerning Recommendations to Member, States and International
Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the
Constitution", the Director-General has prepared the present report
concerning the position with regard to the problem to he regulated
and the possible scope of the regulating action proposed. A preliminary
draft recommendation is annexed.

The report and the preliminary draft- :ife submitted to Member
States for their comments and observations. On the basis-of the com-
ments and observations received, a final report and a revised draft
recommendation will be prepared and submitted to -a special committee
of government experts which is to meet in June 1976. The draft
recommendation approved by the committee will then be submitted
to the General Conference at its nineteenth session for adoption.

INTRODUCTION

1 The question of the desirability of adopting an international instrument on the development of adult education was
included on the provisional agenda of the eighteenth session of the General Conference, by decision of the Executive
Board, in implementation of the provisions of Article 3 of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Mem-

_ ber States, and International Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution (here-
inafter termed "Rules of Procedure on International Recommendations and Conventions-), adopted by the General
Conference at it fifth session and, modified at its seventh and seventemth sessions. The decision taken by the Executive
Board at its 94th session (May-June 1974) was as follows:

"The Executive Board.

1 Having rtgiird to Article 2 and 3 of the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Member States and
International Conventions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution,

2. Haring examined the report and,the preliminary study contained in document 94 EX/ 12,

3, Decides to place the following item on the provisional ..genda,of the eighteenth session of the General Conference.

'Desirability of adopting an international instrument on the development of adult education'."

(94 EX/Decisions, 4. 2. 2)

2 Under the terms of Article 6 of the above-mentioned Rules of Procedure, it was frir the Conference to decide whether
the matter in question should be icgulated at the international level and, if so, to determine to what extent it could be
regulated and whether the method adopted should he an international eonvention or, ,iltetnatively, a recommendation to
Member States.

3 At its eighteenth session (October-November 1974) the General Conference, after examining the preliminary study
by the Director-General on the desirability of adopting an international instrument on the development of adult educa-
tion (document 18 C/28), adopted the following resolution: 5
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"The General Conference,

Bearing in mind the Rules of Procedure concerning Recommendations to Member States and Inieinational Comen-
lions covered by the terms of Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution,

Hatint, e.tionimil the preliminary study by the Director- General on the desirability of adopting an international instru-
ment on the development of adult education (document 18 C/28),

1. Considers it desirable that an international instrument should be drawn up on this subject,

DeLidt.i that this instrument should take the form of a 1.;commendation to N1enibt.r States within the meaning of
Article IV, paragraph 4, of the Constitution;

3. Authorizes the Director-General to convene, under Article 10. paragraph 4, of the above Rules, a special com-
mittee, which will be instructed to- prepate a draft reconinit.ndation fur submission to the Gei.eral Conference at
its nineteenth session."

(Resolution 1.221)

4. In pursuance of this resolution and in accordance with t he provisions of Article 10. I of the Rules of Procedure on
International Rt.conimer.dattons and Conventions. the Director-General has prepared the present prelinunary report on
the position with regard to the problem to be regulated and u n the possible scope of the regulating action proposed together
with a preliminary drift reconinit.ndation which is annexed to it. This report is based to a large extent on the preliminary
study submitted to the General Conference at its eighteenth session.

NIernber States are invited to present their comments and observations on this report and on the preliminary draft
recommendation contained in Annex I.

6. Under the terms of Article; 10. 2 of the above-mentioned Procedure, the preliminary report by the Director-
General should reach Ma'am St.iks at least 14 months before the opening of the next session of the General Conference,
which is to he held in Octobta 1976, and the comments and observations of Member States should reach the Diregor-
General at least ten months before the opening of the session. i.e. mit later than 15 December 1975.

7: On the basis of the comments and observations submitted by that date the Director-General will, in implementation
of Artide 10. 3 of the Rules of Procedure un International Recommendations and Conventions. prepare a final report
cont-ainia a revised than recommendation which will be communicated to Member States at least seven months before
the opening of the nineteenth session of the General Conference and which will, in accordance with resolution
18 C 1. 221 adopted by the General Conference. be submitted to a special committee consisting of technical and legal
experts appointed by Member States. Under the terms of Article 10. 4 of the Rules of Procedure. tVs committee will
meet four months before the optaiing Si the session. In accordanc. with Article 10. 5 of the above-mentioned Rules
of Procedure. at least 70 days before (he opening of the nineteenth session of the General Conference the Special Com-
mittec will submit to Menibt.r States. with a view to its discussion at the General Conference, a draft recommendation
approved by it.

,

I. LEGAL CHARACTER OF A. RECOMMENDATION AND THE OBLIGATIONS ARIS-
ING FROM ITS ADOPTION BY THE GENERAL CONFERENCE

8. In the above-mentioned resolution I. 221 the General Conference considered it desirable that an international instru-
ment should be drawn kip on this subject and decided that 'this instrument should take the form of a recommendation
to Member States".

9. Ai tide 1 Or of .h. Rules of Piocedure un International Recommendations and Conventions specifies that a recoin-
mendation is an instrument in which the General Conference formulates principles and mums its the international
regulation of any particula question and invites .Member States to take whatever legislative ur othq steps may be
required in conformity with the constitutional practice of each Stat.; and the nature of the question under nisidera-
tiun -- to apply the principlcs and norms alur,:said viithin their respective. territories-. States thus remain completely
free as retards the choice of the means for giving effect to this instrument, depending on the method which IS best suited
to their special situation. In ..dditioa, the adoption of at recommendation by the General Conft.rcnta. entails the following
obligations for Member States:

(a) under Arndt: 1. paragraph 4. of the Constitution. each Member State must submit the recommendation to its
competent authorities within .t period of one year from the clOse of the session of the General Conference at
which it has been adopted;

(b) under Article III of the Constitution. each Member Stank must submit to the Organization. at such times and
in such manner as shall be determined by the General Conference. reports on the action taken upon the
recommendation.

10. By way of addition to the latter provision the General Conference adopted Article 16 of the Rules of Procedure un
International Recommendations and Conventions. This ankle stipulates that. (1) .Member States shall submit to the
General Confercntc special report un the action tht:, have taken to give effect to conventions or recommendations adopted
by the General Conference. (2) Initial reports rclating to any convention or recommendation adopted shall be transmit-
ted nut less than two months prior to the first ordinary session of the General Conference following that at which such
recommendation ur convention was adopted. Of The-General Conference may further request Member States to submit,
by prescribed dates, additional reports giving such further information as may be necessary."

1. The Rules of Procedure also lay down. in Articles 17, 18 and 19 respectively, that the cleneral Conference shall
,consider the special reports submitted by Member States in connexion with the convention or rccommendation in ques-
tion- and that it shall embody its comments on the action taken by :Member States in pursuance of a convention or

;



recommendation in one or more general reports, which the Conferen shall prepare at such times as it may deem appro-
priate". and that these reports "shall be transmitted to Member States. to the 1,44.....c1Nations, to National Commission';,
and to any other authorities specified by the General Conference". ,

12 The puipose of the obligation laid on Member States by Ankle IV, paiagraph 4, o4f th-Constitution, of submitting
the recommendation to their competent authorities. is to ensure that it is effectively implemented by appropriate measures
within their territory. In addition. thanks to the reports forwarded to it by virtue of Article III of the Constitution and
of the provisions voted above, the General Conference is in a position to assess the extent to which the recommendation
has. been implemented and applied in practice. and in partkular the methods used fur the purpose. the practical
ics encountered, the results achieved. etc. From the inform:ition thus obtained the General Conference can derive valuable
pointers as to where its future activities in a given field should be directed.

II. PURPOSE AND POSSIBLE SCOPE OF THE STANDARD-SETTING ACTION
ENVISAGED

13 Resolution 1_ 221 on the drawing up of an international recommendation on the development of adult education,
adopted by the General Conference at its eighteenth session. is the Ltilmination of work which UnesLo has been
carrying on in this field ever since it was established.

14 The firSt necessity is to describe the nature of this work in order to determine the LonLeit of adult education that
emerges from it.

*-

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

15 The founding States of Unesco declaied in The Constitution that the wide ditfusion tit LAilture and the education of
humanity for justice and liberty and peace are indispens.:ble to the dignuy of man and constitute a sacred duty which all
the nations must fulfil in a spirit of mutual assistance and concern ". This means that adult education has been one of
Unesco 's responsibilities from the beginning.

16 .Thiee international conferences on adult education have been landmarks in the evolution tit ideas concerning its auras
and application.

The Elsinore Conference (1949)

17 The war and its aftermath WM still uppermost in all minds. More than halt the 25 countries participating were
Western European countries The Conference expressed the idea that adult education should 'team_ to be -a marginal
enterprise serving the personal interests of relatively few people" and that, for reconstruction purposes, the peoples of
many countries were in need of compensatory education, during the discussion ,the need for social Justice and international
understanding was deeply felt, thc ideastof technical or vocational training and of literacy programmes were little voiced
during the Conference. but adult cdutation was said to have the task of "satisfying the needs and aspirations of adults in

/id' their diversity".

IK -vs a result of the Conference international Lit-operation inLreased7to an extent hitherto unknown. a great many regional
meetings and experimental progranunes were' organized, in particular basic education programmes, olvintary otganiza-/ lions grasped the importance of their role and developed their activities at International level.

The Montreal Conference (1960)

19 A far greater number of countries 51 in all were represented at this Conference, and 46 international organiza-/ lions suit ot,ervers The theme was. "Adult education in a Caanging world". It had become obvious that life henceforth/
imply adapting unceasingly to a rapidly developing physical and social context, it was now clear that gaining mastery of
this development was an essential component of any nation's policy for Loping with the pressures of change and improv-
ing the quality of life To quote the final report. "Nothing less will. stilliLe than that people everywhere should come to
accept adult education as a normal, and that governments should treat it ,IS d necessary, part of the.eduLational provision
of avery country".

20 Proposals for constructive strategies include. assistance to be supplied by wealthy Lountries to pourer countries, priority
fCir literacy training. women to have access to all types of education, preparation for civic IN :ticipation, recognition of the
importance of the activities of voluntary organizations, syste,aatiL training of teachers at nth revels in adult education prac-
tices. progressive definition of the function of a professional adult educator, and extending the IiinLtions of schools and
universities to include adult education. Above all, it becomes clear that adult education should be considered its an
integral part of the educational system as a whole.

Developments' since Montreal'

21 The trend is towards recognizing that the main purpose of adult education is to help to make chailges understandable.
control them and, if possible, influence the direction they take.

22 Hundreds of millions of people have shaken off the yoke of colonialism ,iiid have gained intlepenLe, they have found
themselves faced with the problems, growing daily more acute and urgent of literacy training. rural development, and the
training of all kinds of staff. It was inevitable that their initial tendency should be to reproduce the educational models in-
herited from the colonial era. however, 'activities in which the importance of the fonctwndl aspect of avjult education was
recognized were increasingly undertaken, and in 1965 a vigorous impetus was given to such activities at the Nkorld con-

I See "A Retrospective International Survey of Adult Education", rtferenLe clocumunt of the f turd International Conference on
Adult Education. Tokyo 1972 (UNESCO/CONPEDAD/4), 7 /



a.

gress of Ministers of Education on the Eradication of Illiteracy, held at Teheran. ,

23. Although functional liteiat.> has been criticized fin attempting to subtirdinate the adult to the machinery . of the
economy and the prueesses of production and paying insuflicieNattention to participation and to sueial and cultural
involvement, there is .t glossing tendency to gist: literacy training in particular and adult education in general a slant
so that tht:y meet the needs of eeunorme development, at the aline time encouraging social progress, participation in
community life and .4150 The transformation of society and the development of culture.

244.The existence of a close l.urint.,,pun between social and` eednumie advancement and the standard of education is no/
longer questioned in either industlialized ur developing countries. it emerges clearly that inure intense participation in the
flow of knowledge, and a mule systematic effort to combine theory and praetiee, can help solve the problems raised by
rapid changes iii production methods, tinemploynient and the migration of labour, thus in- service training courses have
been organized and evenini classes and coriespondence euurses_developed while more and more countries have made legal
prosision for workers to be credited with time off during working hums for training purposes. Adult education is thus
gradually becoming a yeality. .
25. At the same time, the appeahinee and development of the euneept of edueatium by including adult education
among the aims of national development plans, raises the question how It is to be gosetailed in with formal education.
From this point of vices, adult education is no longer seen merely as a substitute for formal edueation but as an intrinsic
part of any education system, addressed, in its various forms, to the, whole population. this means that the initial phase of
education has a duty to provide a training tut the subsequent aequisition of knowledge. know-how and forms of behaviour.
and must be designated with this in mind. Universities are setting up departments specializing both in adult education
work and the training of the necessary personnel, and in research into this subject. Workers education organizations,
trade unions, voa th movements and ssunierfs movements, variously trid independently. are beeoniing increasingly active not
only at national level but also at intonational I. tel. The audio visual media, the press. television and especially radio, are
becoming vehicle, zit ealtule and education. International exchanges of ideas and experience are being organized.

26. However there is no denying the fact that, by the eve of the Tokyo Conferente., despits wide-spread government ac-
tion, the support fortheoniing was still meagre and subject to budgetary fluetuations in a word, maginal. With a very
few exceptions some of the best-known oceuring in the developing emintties the efforts made continued, on the
whole, to he addressed to an Mite which was already favoured by the edueation. I system, and there were very few coun-
tries in which a structured, coherent. interdepartmental pay.) for t:.e promotion of adult education has been introduced.

The T(pkyo Conference (1972)

27. This Conterenee was attended by 82 Member States, three non-Member States, five in.er-governmental organizations
and 37 international non-governmental organizations.

28.. From the thseussions which took place at the Tokyo Conference it emerged that adult education might be regarded as.

ta) an instrument for promoting awareness. an instrument for sueialleation and sweeping social change it aims to
create a sueiety conscious of theAalues of a sense of community. andt mobilizes energies. selfzeducation and
educating others is the,dutv. as it is within the power. of all);

(hi) an instrument whereby the whole man tinehtding man at work and man at play. man in his civic and family
rules) can achieve/fulfilment. by helping to develop his physical, moral and intellectual qualities,

(c) an instrument fur preparing the individual for productive activity and for participation in management,

td) an instrument with which to combat economic and cultural alienation and prepare the way for the emergenCe of
a liberating, genuine national culture.

29. The Tokyo Conference, which kid before it the conclusions of the Intergovernmental Conferences un Cultural Policies
%erne, 1970 and Helsinki 1972.11 also expressed the view that as an essential component of both lire-long education and

eultural development. adult edueation helped to bind them togother as the two inseparable facets of one and the same process.

30. Lastly. the Tokyo Conference considered that the elaboration and adoption of an international istrument beating on
the quantitative and qualitative development of adult education was an important objective for the 1970s.

E3, DEFINING ADULT EDUCATION

31, From the conclusions zit the three conferences held in Elsinore. Montreal and Tokyo, and from trends in educational
practice over tha period 1945-1970, a eertain conception of adult education emerges. Is it possible to put this into words?

32, Let us note sonic recent definitions:

hi) C. D. Le age writes. We interpret adult edueatum to mean simply the education of adults/ix, all tie educational
experiences of an adult and all the educational influenees vshieh bear un him. Our delinition therefore includes
formal classes in any tuibjeet. informal adult educational work in clubs ant) assoyations and the direct or indirect
effects of the mass media, it includes liberal adult education. technical education, craft education. etc, m the more
developed countries and community development, literacy and health education. etc. in the less developed areas ".

The author attaehes prime importanee to the content of adult education and the bodies involved in it. emphasizing
the diversified arid many-sided character of both.

A. A. Liveright and IN, Haygood write. Adult education is a process whereby persons who no longer attend
sehvul un a regular and full-time basis (unless full-time progra-mmes are especially designed fur adults) under-
take sequential and organized densities% ith the conscious intention of bringing about changes in information,
knowledge, understanding or skills. appreelation and attitudes. or fur the purpose of identifying and solving

(h)

Training Adult Educators and the Diploma in Adult Education. University of Manchester, in Notes and Studies". L, B, A E..
No. 21. November 1962,
3 In The Exeter Papers. Boston, 1969. p, 8.

8



personal or community problems. Defined in this way. adult education would include. literacy and fundamental
education. vocational or job training, education about health, consumer,, and family problems as well as education
abdut physical and personal development, literature, art, drama, and other cultural prygrammcs, conuilaity
development, social education; and community urbanization. political and civic education, relfgueus or economic
education, and a vast variety of other educational programmes designed primarily for adults?".

This definition, while allowing to a certain extent for the motives --of the adult engaged in an educational pro-
gramme, lays primary stress. like the preceding one, on content.

(C) 1. Dumazedier writes:4 "Sociologically, adult education may be defined as action for the cultural development Of
society or its component groups, consciously directed towards the development of_the economy, of society and
of the human personality, by mean. of a system of continuous or r&urrent learning which brings the culture
of a member of society into contact with those kinds of culture and cultural levels which are most capable of
encouraging such develoftient".

This definition, wider in scope than the previous ones. refers to both fhe objectives and the strategy of adult/educa-
tion, it seeks to convey the intensity of the interactions between individuals and the community which should be
generated by adult education. Here, it seems, we do indeed have the key elements of a definition, even if they
need to be supplemented by more in-depth analysis of 'structures, content and methods.

33 With regard to those receiving education, it will be noted that none of the three definitions quoted above explains
what is meant by "adult". Yet this ;may well convey different meanings. If, as no one denies. adulthood is not merely a
question of age, what other criterion can be used? The age at Which the individual becomes independent.' .or when he
shoulders his responsibilities? The least arbitrary criterion of all still appears to be that of recognition as ap adult,by the
society to which the individull beloigs, since it respects the principle of free self - determination on the part, of the society
in question and at the same time affords a cert,:n degree of flexibility in application. A further advantage of this definition

is-that it does not run counter to the, teachings of modern thoug,ht, which now refuses to correlate adult.' with "maturity"
or "full development".

C. OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY 0

34 The objectives it appears desirable and possible to ascribe to adult education do not differ radically from those which,
in our viiy, any, ed*atibnal undertaking worthy of the name should have in mind.

35 Thus the ,o,';-zetives ascribtd by Condorcet to the education of childrtn and adolescents might equally well be ascribed
to adult educAtion. "To proide all members of the human race with the means oc meeting,their own needs, seeing to
their own IA-ell-being. knowing,and exercising their rights, and understanding and doing their duty. to afford each one
'the opportunity.,of impioving his skills, fitting himself for thc social tasks he may be called upon to perform, and devel-
oping all his natural talents, and thereby to establish practical equality among citizens and to make the political equality
recognized by law a reality. this must,be the pi'imary aim of a national education system, and, as such, it is but right that
the public authorities should provide it ".'

0

36 However. since it is addressed to adults at grips vAth the major problems of the world in which they live, adult
education should be conceived more than any other educational undertaking, as a contribution to understanding and
iolving these plaid-11s.

37 The first problem is that our destiny is taking on world °p oportions. In the words of Anne Cesa ire. we are open to
every wind that blows" But it would be wrong to suppose that the boom in transport and communications has of itself
sufficed to abolish distanee. Furthermore, the increasingly international character of the aspirations and values of certain
groups and communities does: not prevent, as the Inevitable result of the current system of international relations, the
widening of the economic and cultural gap which separates the poor from the rich countries. An understanding and
acceptance, of the diversity of customs and cultures must become accessible to the greatest, possible number, and lead as
far as possible to common action on behalf of the least Priviliged,

3f! The speed and direction of the changes which occur are causing various kinds of imbalance, firstly, in the relations
between humAn beings and the natural world, and secondly, among human beings themselves.

39: In many societies the prOblem of the community's control over technology has for fong been neglected, and the result
is Pie proliferation of harmful effects. Pollution and noise are a serious threat to man's physical and mental health, and to
the quality of the environment. Man must no longer turn a blind eye to the problem, he must curb the damage done
to nature 'and rediscover air, water, forests and silence.

40 la some technically advanced societies- the individual tends to resign himself to the ephemeial. in the lonely crowd"
he has no more than fragmentary relationships, he never cJnies face to face with others in the. fullness of their nature. ,

their character, their existence. This gives rise to a series of ills anxiety, despair, divorce, suicide, indiscriminate con-
,umption. the feeling that an ecological catastrophe is imm nent, the taking of dangerous drugs, lack of eommohication
letween individuals, between parents'and children. These if s reveal the need to uphold the quality of life , and first
Ind foremost to combat all forms of segregation and isolation.

c,
41 The influence of the mass media has increased considerably over the past few rears, as a result, listeners and viewers

-are faced with problems of choice, criticism and resistance to passivity, ,The mass media have not solved the language
problem, some programmes use an elitist language which passes over the heads Of large numbers of people, often the
listener retains only that which has been deliberately highlighted, and this may cause mental conditioning. In addition,
the mass media are now able to encompass must human problems and contemporary values, but they are freqqntly

' Dumazedier, J Sociologic cmpirique du loisir Critique et contre-c:ritique de la civilisation du luisii, Sociology series, Unions
du Seuil. Paris 1974. p. 215.

Condorcet. A. C Report and draft decree on the General Organization Of Public Ldileation, submitted to The National Assembly,
on behalf of the Committee of Public Education, on 20 and 21 April 1972,

.44
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. governed by the law of the market, and a-retit urced
-
to look for the lowest common denomjnatorThis ii not an

irremediable situation. The mass media are (sometimes used to good effect, and steps shoulrbe _taken to encourage
such use and make -it prevalCnt. .. - v ,/.

..- it
_ 42. Adult educations frequentfy referred' to in reladon to the use of leisure. The.problent of le.isure arises in botn Andus-

trialized and developing_countries. E. D. ,Zinsou ,wraes in-this t onnexion. 'Aye' really have too much Leisure. this state
of affairs is the result neither of ISziness. poroof negligeace, but is the-logital and inevitable outcome of,our .socio-
ecohbmic situation. This is one Morerefts.on -for putting it to the best possible use". ...

_
... . . .

43. In the industrialized countries, leisure time has increased, and so has the nqd for ,t. The need for leisure is Opressed
by some as a need to estape front attke- live, and by,oth.,rs as a need to find opportunities of freer self - expression

. outside the confines of one's work and tine's various obligkons,,,,. HcweYer,--the t ontentration ocleisaktune (in wilek-
ends, paid holidays, etc.) ...likes oyertrowding in leisure-time resorts. Many forms of leisure cause or enaourage the indivi-
dual to be passive, and the systematic tunimertial apfoitatiod of leisur>ften runs counter to the 4fins of education.

IQ

44. There is another category of individuals,who hose a great deal of leisure time, namely the elderl. For this is,ategory,
whose needs and aspirations to a full and dignified life are still a long way frekri being met, preparation for, and edtka-,
tional activity during. retirement are an evideht necessity. ' i'

i.. ....
. .

45. The aims should Be to give time its true dimension, as d partly-Marty faYourable period for doing what one
really wants, .14. iYing free rein to creative intuition and expressing other forms of ...immunity feeling than those which take
root in a working environment. r,

46. There are, however, two (eatures of the world today whit!' ...infer functions of outstanding importance. on adult edit-
arion. ,n the first place, the explosion of knowledge'. the rapid development' of stiente and the increasing pace at 'Which
both tet hniques and values arc being transformed make it a standing necessity for each individual not only to keep his
knowledge up to date but to perceive d as being provisional, and to look on the world which surrounds him as a chang-
ing onc. in the sctond.plate, at the ,?aate time as the universe of his existence is intmasingly interdepepdent, world-ale
.ind global in st ale. the individual is more and mule rent and-fragmente'd by the scattered nature of his_responsibirities and.
various tasks. their inherent tuntradittions. the loneliness w tith encompasses hint due to the compartrientation of groups.
the frittering away of his time and his inability to see eyents as a whole. The task of adult education is to help him offset
and transcend these limitations. and find himself as a furly. integrated personality..
47. In the light of these few examples it is obylous that if adult dutation is.tu become an instru tent for solving the
problems of the ...immunity. suits as a whole must agree to embark on the,process of education. Irtere we have a second
essential component ofany strategy for adult educ,ition. alongside the principle that the recipients must be involved in
determining the objective and ...intent of the educational activities in which they are called on to participate.

8. One may however ask whether only one single strategy exists, or whether there is room for vatiyints. Naturally one
cannot ignore the level and type of ievelopments or the 'features specific to the 'trious groupseof which societies are
made .up., tiny more than one can Ignore the importance and efficiency_ of the education systems.

49. The nature and intensity of the erublerns whose understanding and solution adult Education must endeavour to &tell-
itate differ profoundly ,as between countries. t'Y huh are highly developed industrally. sotielies on the thieshold of Indus-
trialization and this with a traditional rural .economy. In addition, ;:,ve,n industrial societies differ in thei: fetitureS. and
in most, eases there exist side by side. p'ioduction tethniques ranging from traditional rural production to electronics. and
including t raftwork and assembly-line production. Each situation has its own needs and order of" priorities, on which
adult education should try to model tself Its closely as possible.

50. As regar(fs education systems, three major types of situation are to bz found:

an education ,,ystein exists Muth is considered to be stable and satisfactory. there is a high enrolment rate and a
good balaiitc between the number. quality and variety. of qualified ,persons. on the one hand, and the requirements .
of the economy and the needs of surety in general. on the other. In this case. adult education will be mainly con-
terned .with meeting the needs arising from the gathering momentum of scientific and technical *yleYetopment, from,
economic. social and t ultural _changes and from the increased demand for education for purposes of individual__

'enrichment;

an edify-anon systemttxists whose mimic. structures. curritilla, methods and quantitative and qualitative efficiency arc
found wanting by many people and scent to call for radical rethinking,. In such tt ease, besides the above - mentioned
funttions.. adult education has the iminediate`task of correcting the imperfections of formal education, it constitutes
a factor in the demotratization of access to e'dutation and culture. and .m instrument for economic and social
adjustment:

the education ,).stem is underdeveloped, but is faced with an urgent need for education. Which-is unlikely to be met
except in the ielatkely distant future. on account of the. he burden already laid by educational expenditure on
the national budget. In such ureumstanees, adult education is seen as an activity which is immediately profitable,'
since it IS aimed primarily at the ottimationally active sectors of the population, and can thus, 'respond directly to
the practical needs of economic. social and cultural tier elopment. In addition. bathing parents, it serves at the
same time to educate which is not the least of its merits whatever the kind of society concerned.

51. Bearing in mind the On:going. it is clear thSt we haw, not one, but different, strategies for adult education. .

52, In this connexion. there would be no point in opposing .L4, strategy giving pre eminence to etonomit considerati.ms
to a strategy geared to t ultural tonsiderations. It is clear that. whatever the context in which adult education is called
on to develop, it should hale as its primary aim that of ..soling forth. to the adult. independent aspirations. attitudes and
forms of behaviour, so enabling him to understand and assimilate change and participate in the development and trans-
formation of-sotiety. It is also t leai that any such aim is incompatible with educational sti uctures which are tut off from
life. .Cnd programmes %huh are highly specialized In ...intent. Yet what is e'en more important than the identity of those'
who take sawn is their ability to establish t onimunitation with the enyliounkTnt. and what counts even more thlin the
nature' of education programmes is the approach on which they are based.
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D. STRUCTURES

53. Adult education, must be provided with structures that are flexible a
grated into the education' system as a whole.

- \
1

ecentralized, but co-ordinated and Ily line-
,

54. For this purpose, recourse should be had, on as wide a basis as possible. to all boles and institutions capable of con-
tributing to adult education work. in particular, schools and universities, workers' education Movements, trade .union orga:.
nizations, co-operative, women's, religiods, cultural affd sports organizations, youth organizations and those responsible for
the popularization of science, the mass media, libraries and museums, enterptises and all individuals having qualifications
in this field or, capable of acquiring,them.'. .

.55. The contribution by these various agents .nay take the form of the organization acid implementatwn of programmes,
or it ma, be limited to the,provision of educikors or organizers, equipment, advice on methods or even accoomodation
and facilities. .

56. The more numerous and varied the agents, the more pressing will be the need to set up co-ordinating machinery at
differen't levels bringing together the representatives of the, public authorities and of the bodies and institutions concerned
with adult education., It might be the function of sui h machinery to ensure concerted action and the necessary co-
ordination at the planning and operatiunalstages. and to generate new activities. in particular. any which seem to be
necessary for the long-term development of education programmes.

57 The fact is that adult education policy cannot be limited to the mobilization of existing educational resources or td
the establishment, in the light of the needs felt to be the most urgent, of new institutions with direct responsibility for
meeting these needs.

58 The long-term development of adult education presupposes a certain amount of preliminary investment. In particular,
in- depth studies must be carried out on \the educational. sociological. economic and financial problems with which the
various agents are faced. There is a needs halm administrators. educators and those who train educators, and to
slevelop the production of educational ma1/4terials. Work will also have to be carried out on the planning and evaluation
of the activities undertaken. In addition, dycumentation will have to be compiled and statistical data collected. while
educatiornil information and guidance dl have to be establishe'd for adults as well 'as data exchange networks
for fhe educators and bodies concerned. ,

--

59 Adult education activities ,conducted by nom:governmeiltal bodies, in particular by voluntary associations and groups,
should be encouraged and should be entitled to systematic support from the State. 1Nith a view to clarifying the res-
pective obligations of all those tang ,part, such support might take the form of technical and, or financial assistance:
and be accorded under the, terms of M agreement or contract. It is however essential that bodies in receipt of State
support should maintain the autonomy they need to succeed in their educational task. Whatever happens, their freedoni
of thought should not bequestiOned.

60. tn most countries schools can make a considerable contribution to the expansion of adult* education. However,
schools must fret become aware of the practical problems of the commune' and be willing to play their part in solving
them, direct and regular contacts must be established with Cie different 'JrS of the adult population, and teachers must
be prepared to cope with the special circumstances surrounding such

61, The effort required from the mass media, if they are to,play.the role they should in contributing to adult education, is
basically much- the sane. They should enter into contact with thou public, solicit its participatwn and stop acting merely /1\1 ."1
as "emitters", in order that a two-way flow may be established between them and those who receive their programmes.

,62, If this result is to be achieved. it will probably be necessary, to szt up appropriate co-ordinating machinery bringing
together those Etispun>ible f.,1 the mass media, in particular .radioal nil television, and those responsible for adult education.

63. Lastly, there is no doubt that cable television networks, by allowing communities which su desire to broadcast for them-
selvqs; thereby forging new links between their members, constitute another suitable medium, the use of which dese4ves,to
be developed:

E. CONTENT

64. The content of adult education should derive directly from the ends sought. Like them, it should be varied. There
appears to be no field which is a priori beyond the scope of adult education. However, the main thrust of the effort should
undoubtedly be in ;areas where the needs arising erom.change weigh Must bcavily, and it should be a paramount contern
to avoid too narrow an oppruach, change calls for a speedy response. but the questions it raises tire inevitably recurrent,
and dne must go beyond surface appearances. ;-

Genpral education should aim not much ioamassing knowledge which claims to be encyclopaedic as at enhancing'
.knowledge which catkpe used as zi tool, it should cynfer readier and nioi, nrecise rnasteiy of the various methods, instru-
ments anelanguages which make-possible the development of the critical .pint, as well as of the aoility- to ,analyse and
fOrm an orrall: view. tv

66. In vocational Training, the aim should be to exchide a limited approach geared to a particulir,situation. On the con-
trary, i're end in view should be...polyvalence and an awareness of the problems relating to the economic and social envi-
ronment of work.

67. Training in social, economic and political matters should prepare citizens for democratic participation in the nanage-
ment of a society's affairs at all lords, and erNble them to resist indoctrination and propaganda. To the extent that the
mass media increasingly take over responsibility for information, adult education leaders should aim primarily at ptomot-,
ing a selective and critical approach to information, and the ability to correct it where necessary.

68. In training, with al View to cultuial development, the aim should not be merely to propagate a pattern provided by
certain categories of society, but to foster forms of expression w ich are appropriate to tack individual and each group,
arising from their experience of life and their Own particular s lues. .
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69. Generally speaking, priority should be given to recovering and itestructuring the resources and means which under-
privileged groups or those on the fringeof society can use to fulfil 'and-express themselves.

70. For example, although large numbers.of people each year-leave to swell the ranks of the urbar population, the great
majority of the inhabitants of developing countries still live in small villages or on isolated farms, some continue to lead
a nomadic life; most_rural areas are growing constantly poorer, and their social and cultural-structures are breaking down.
These areas must be helped ,to recover equipoise, by protecting them from the shock of` being plunged headlong into the
modern-World, while enabling them to benefit from the fruits of technicMprOgress and social advancement, so as to make
them once again masters of their destiny.

71. New categories of underprivileged, such as socially maladjusted persons, immigrants and the unemployed,'have been
gradually added tr the already existing categories of the illiterates and the physically and mentally handicapped. For all

"these groups;-activitiesshould-be introduced-which_are_suited to,their- needs.

F. METHODS

72. Whatever the content, the final objective of adult education, viz. the adult's assumption of responsibility fol. `e prob-
lems facing him, with the support of the society in which he lives, should directly inspire the methods employed.

73; The end sought should exclude any type of training in which principles, content or methods are dictated from above.

74 The end sought should alsd exclude any routine method, any Method which places adults undergoing training in a
dependent situation. or any method which introduces a divorce betw n them and their environment or everyday life.

75. it must be recognized that each and every adult undergoing training is possessed of a sum total of personal ex-
periences particular to himself, and stands at the centre of a network of interrelationships which make his situation unique.

.

76. The essence of the problem of adult education is to render these expei4enees and this situation educational. This is
only possible if the adult is g;t,en the means to turn them to account, both as an- individual and as a member of a community.

77 It is therefore desirable not to focus sole)) on the implementation stage, at the expense of the other equally fundamental
stages which should enter into any adult education programme, in particular the definition of-objectives anti the evaluation
of the training given.

78. The individual characteristics of each adult undergoing training include the nature and importance,of the constraints,
to which he is subject. An effort should accordingly be made to.find and adopt the best means of co-ordinating education

.... -with the lives of individuals, taking account of the way in which they divide up their time between leisure and work. The
aim should be-to,adapt education time-tables to individual needs, rather than to adapt individualsto-.these time - tables.

. -
79. Lastly, special attention should be_ paid to the tqaching_aids..employed..as also-to the,technical facilities.--used-foradult

__education- activities: . . . -- --t :".'.i '
-- .

80. As far as possible, adults should be associated withAhe choice, and in some cases VC' development, of the educational
_

materials to be used during the activities in which they take -part. -

81. As regards facilities, wherever possible, use should' he made of existing infrastructures for education, science. culture,
sport. social and leisute activities. The use of the same facilities for different purposes Means that- the activities involved
no longer take place in isolation, that the barriers between_ d ifferent aspects, of life are removed, and this.helps to combat
the scgregation-,of,groups by age or sociaLbackground. However, adult education is at home in Coe most everyday places,
and frequently Workshops. fieldS or public-thcronghfares provide-as satisfactory a setting as a classroom or cultural centre.

. -

G. OTHER QUESTIONS WHICH MIGHT BE REGULATED ON AN INTERNATIONAL 13ASIS

82. In addition to the objectives, structures. content,and methods which go_towards defining adult education. other relevant
./ rquestions could wellbe the subject-of an international instrument.

83.,These include fo-r-faraice;

the relationship between adult_education-and education for-young-people;

the.Telatioriship -between- adult- education and work;

the training and status of adult education workers;

international .co-operation.
9

84. As regards the relationship between adult educatiOn_and education for young people, two complementary phenomena
should be highlighted. on the one hand, the extent to which the possession of a certain amount of - preliminary -education
influences opportunities of access to, and fruitful participation in, adult education, and on the other hand, the lessons
which might be dravel from-adult education with respect to early educatiOn. Such lessons die a strong argument for Tecon-
side:111g and,,readapting the structures and meth, Js of education for young people.

85.' It is not for an instrument on adult education to dwell at length on this question, but it should at least indicate the
direction to be followed.

.
86. As regatds the relationship between adult education and work, this-isodmittedly only one special aspect of- the prob-

1 lems raised by this development of adult education. it is however an aspect which lends itself to-regulation, and one on
which a considerable amount of thinking has. been done-in a number of countries and also in international organizations.
For example, the ILC Wonted. in 1974 an international convention and recommendation on paid educational lease. The
major guiding principles in regard to the policy to be adopted in this field should therefore be formulated.

87. As 'regards staff, it- hould be stressed that there are certain necessary qualifications for adult -education workers, and

1 1
that these must be acquired. The stalling problem -should therefore be posed in terms of the mobilization of resources,
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the preparatioii of adult education workers for the responsibilities they will have to assume, and the fitting in of these
responsibilities with other activities, occupational or otherwise.

88. The problems of adult education are. however, sufficiently complex to justify the gradual building -up of a body of
specialists capable of contributing both to the training of educators and to in-depth studies. Lastly. adult education needs
not only educators and ;organizers but also planners. adMinistrators, psychologists. etc.

89. As regards international co-operation. its usefulness in the field of adult education no longer stands in need of proof.
It should therefore be strengthened by such means as encouraging consultation on specific problems d common interest.
making available foreign expert assistance to countries which so desire in order to mobilize their human and material
resources for adult education purposes. launching multinational .tudies and research projects. setting up or developing the
activities of centres or units which could take their place in an international system for documentation and for the collec-
tion and processing of comparable data, and giving support to the activities of regional or international associations which
deal with adult.education.

90. There is however a field in-which special-action-should be taken; the cost of facilities and educational materials. In
partif.ulai audio-visual techniques and programmes. is a serious obstacle in the way of their dissemination. The inter-
national community should therefore Make a united effort to find rational solutions to this problem. and to do away with
the restrictive regulations which have given rise to this"situation.

91. Lastly. we should call attention to the fact that it is as much an act of justice as of wisdom to continue to give effective
support, either by bilateral action or through international bodies. to the adult education activities of developing countries,
particularly those with the higoest proportion of illiterate adults. It is .important, however. to guard against the possibility
that foreign aid might ,take the form of a straightforward transfer of the structures curricula. methods and techniques
used by _those providing assistance, on the contrary, it should consist in encouraging ..:!,t1 stimulating endogenous develop-
ment in the countries concerned, by creating appropriate institutions and well planned structures which are suited to the
special circumstances of these countries, as well as by training specialized staff.

92. 'Many other more specific. aspects of adult education might be the subject of standard,setjing action. or such action
might be brought to bear in greater detail on a particular group concerned. rather than seek for common denominators.
But at the first stage it is probably better not to overload the instrument envisaged. which is an attempt at an international-
regulation of the question on a-general, basis. The object is to highlight the importance of adult education for the satis-
faction of individual 'aspirations and the development of societies, to identify possible solutions to the baste-problems-04i.:
tutional or othervvise, which arise for adult education in current contexts and, lastly, to spread understanding of how and
to what extent the development 9: adult education, as part of a -reeeneration of education systems. can help to make life-
long education a reality as well as contributing to the implementation of policies in that respect.

=
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ANNEX I

PRELIMINARY DRAFT RECOMMENDATION ON THE-
DEVELOPMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION

ti
The General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, meeting in

Nairobi, Kenya from 25 October to 30 Ncwerither 1976, at its nineteenth 'session.

Recalling the principles set forth in Article 26 and 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. defining,
guaranteeing and specifying the right of everyone ti education and to participate freely in the cultural, artistic and scien-
tific life of the-comMunity,

Considering that the access of adults to education is a fundamental aspect of the right to education and a pre-
requisite to exercise of the right to participate in cultural, artistic and scientific

Considering that the rapid pace of technical, economic and social change requires that-education be considered
as a life-longprocess and that adult 'education has an essential place in such a process,

Ci-orsidering that thZ development of adult education is necessa;) as a means of athiesing a more rational and
rime equitable distribution of educational resources between young people and adults and of ensuring better understand-
ing and more effective collaboration between the generations,

Cry:tinted that adult education has a decisive contribution to make to the full dzselopinent of the harnan Per-
sonality, to the renewal of educational methods and the renovation of education systems and also to economic and cul-
tural development and social' progress,

Reaffirming 'that the attainment of this objective entails creating situations in which the adult is able to choose.
from among a satiety of forms of educational density the objectives and content of which have been defined with his
collaboration. those forms which meet his needs most closely and are most- directly rdlated to his interests,

Bearing ,r. mind the diversity of modes of training and education throughout the world-and the special problems
peculiar to the countries whose education systems are as yet underdeveloped or insufficiently adorned to national needs,

if ish2v to give effect -to the conclusions, declarations and retonithendations formulated by the second and third
international. conferences on adult education (Montreal 1960: Tokyo 1972),

De..irou, of making a further contribution- to putting into effect the principles set forth in the recommendations
addressed by the international Conference on Public Education to the Ministries tit Education t onterning the access of
women to education (Recommendation No. 34, 1952), facilities fur education in rural areas (Recommendation Nu. 47,
1958) and literacy and adult education (Recommendation No. 58, 1965] ;

Taking nor, of the provisions of the Revised Recommendation concerning Tethnitarand Ny,cational Education
adopted.by the General Conference at its eighteenth session (1974) and of resolutiun 3. 426 adopted at-_the same session
with a view 10 the adoption of an international instrument concerning action designed to-ensure that the pesiple at large
have free demotratiL access to Lulture and an opportunity to take an active part in the cultural life of society,

forthcr that the International Labour Conference has adopted a number of instruments concerned with
various aspens of AO eslutation. and in partitik the, reeonimendation on vocational guidance (1949), the recom- .

mendation on rotational training in agriculture (1956), the recommendation on Notational training (1962) and the...
convention and recommendation concerning paid education.' lease (1974). and that the same Conference, duiln6, its
59th session, approved conclusions with a view to the adoption in 1975 of one ur more further instruments on socational
guidance and vocationai training.

*

Ilating'ilecided, at its eighteenth session, that adult education would be subject of u recommendation to Mem-
ber States,

Adopts the present/recommendation this day of 1976.

The General Conference recommends that Member States should 4pply the following provisions by taking what-
ever, legislative ur other steps may be required to give effect within thtir respective territories to the principles set forth
in this Recommendation.

The General Confcrente, retommends that Member States should bring this Recommendation to the attention
of the authorities, departments yr -bodies responsible fur adult education and also of the various organizations Carrying
out educational work fur the benefit of adults, and of enterprises. trade union organizations. assoLiations and other in-
terested parties.

The General Conference recommends that Member States should report to it, at such .dates and in such form
as shall be determined by it, on the action taken by them in pursuance of this Recommendation.

DEFINITION

I. In this RcLomniendation, the term 'adult esIut anon- &mitts the. entire body of organized educational protesses
whereby persons regarded...is adult by the suLicty to which they belong, and particularly persons already in employment
or seeking employment, .tie enabled to develop their abilities, t nrith their knowledge, improse their technical ur profes-
sional qualifications and bring about changes in their attitudes or behaviour.

17
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II- OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY

I
,

Generally speaking, the aim. of adult education should be to contribute to:
. !

(a) developing the aptitude fur acquiring, either individually or in groups, new knowledge, qualifications, attitudes
or forms of behaviour conducive to the -full tldwering, unity and equilibrium of the personality;

--(b) developing II v.riti..al understanding of major contemporary problems and social changes and the ability to play an
active part in the progress of society with a view to achieving .greater social justice;

JO promoting increased awareness of, and giving etieLt to, all-forms of solidarity, whether at the local, professional,
natipnal or international level:

.1

(d) ensuring thc individual's harmonious and effective inolporatiol, into the world of work. and developing the ability
to create, either individually or in groups, new material goods and new spiritual or aesthetic values,

(c) promoting increased awareness of thc relationship-between man ..invl his physical and cultural, environment, and
fostering the desire to improve the environment and to respect and protect nature, the common heritage and
public property;--,.

(f) inculcating an understanding of and respect for the diversity of v.ustonis and vultures, -on both the national and the
international planes; .-

(g) developing the ni....a.ssary discernment in using mass ommunii_ation media, in particular radio, television. cinema
and the press. and interpreting the various messages addressed .to modern man by society.

3. Adult education., should be based on the followin principles:

,1) it should stimulate and sustain the interest of avllrlts undergoing training. appeal to then experience and enlist -their
. active participation at all stages of the educational process-in which they are involved;

(b) it should adapt to each individual situation and take into acount the personal v.haraLteristics of the adult under-
going training. his age. Li) bowal, occupation / or,resivlential background and the way in whia these interrelate,'

..,"tc) it should seek the backing of the Lommunity Jo which the adult undergoing training belongs and involve it as
extensively as possible in the educational process.

4 Each Member State should recognize adult education as a necessary and specific component of its education system
and as a permanent clement jn its ei_onomii., soLial and cultural development policy, it should, consequently, promote the
creation of strLi_turcs. the prt.paration and implementation of programmes and the application of educational- methods
which meet the needs ,and aspirations of all categories of adults. without lestriLtion on grounds of sex, race, geographical
origin. age, social status, opinion, belief or prior educational standard.

5. Eadi Member State should, in particular. work towards ensuring-the equality of access of girls and women -to -the entire
range of adult education activities. including those which provide tiaining for qualifications leading to activities or res-
ponSibilitics- which have hitherto been reserved for boys and men.

i_--'J
6_ Measures should be taken with a view to promoting the a..i.ess to adult education programmes of members of the most-

. tifidcrpriviltigi.d groups, cspcLiall;',...itintry people, whether settled or nomadic, illitt.rates. persons experiencing difliculties
of social adjustment. young_people who have been unable to acquire an adequate standard pf general education. or a
qualification, pusons sulferin bona a physical or mental handicap. migrant workers and -refugees. unemployed workers
and old people. _

7. The objectives of adult eduv.ation policy should be incorporated in national development plans. they should be defined
in relation to the overall objectives of education policy and of ei_onomiL. social and cultural development poky.

8. -Measures should be taken to ensure that the public authorities. institutions in bodies engaged, in c duc.dwn. voluntary
associations. workers" and Lniplovv.rs" orzanizations and users are associated in the task of defining and giving effect to
these objectives.

9. Adult education and other forms o f education. partiuilarly sv.huol_and _higher education and initial vocational training.
shold not be 1.uni,:o,Lt1 of organized as separate systems but as components of equal anportame in an integrated and
differentiated education system meeting the requirements of life-long education.

10. It should be reLognized that although in .1 given situation or for .1 given period, adult education inay play a compen-
satory role, it is not intended as a substitute for adequate ytiuth education:

I I.. The place of adult education in eadt education system should be defined with a view to ,achieving.

(a) a rectification the maul inequalities in .11-COS w initial evliii_ation and training. in partiLular inequalities based
on age. sex, social position or socia or geographital origin:

(b) greater flexibility in the Jivisaun of human life .1s between perivals'of evliii_ation and of work. and the alternation
of such period5 during the claire life span:

(c) recognition. and increased exploitation, of the actual or potential educational value of the adults ,drious
.experience,

(d) the easy transfaqrom one kind. type or level of education to another:

18

(c) greater interaction between the education system and its economic, social and cultural setting.

(f) .1 better return on education expenditure as regards its Lontribution to economic, social and cultural development.



12. Agrarian reform_programmes, programmes for the_medernization of agrieulturecrafts:or-trade. industrial development
programmes. programmes designed to combat poverty or to eliminate unwholesome living quarters. programmes_to combat
major endemic diseases or social evils and programmes for the development of hygiene and health (including nutri:ion)
should necessarily include sub-programmes for adult education.

III. THE STRUCTURES OF ADULT EDUCATION

nernber :States should endeavour to ensure the establishment, maintenance and development of a network of bodies
meeting the needs of adult education. whether expli..itly stated or not, planned or otherwise. this network should be sufli-

-eiently diversified to meet the variety of educational situations and sullieienti, flexible to adapt to their evolution.

14. Measures should be taken in order to:

(a) identify and anticipate ed&ational' needs ...triable of being satisfied tl..ough adult education programmes.

(b) make full use of existing educational faLilitics_including public libraries and museums. and create sueli,facilities
as may be lacking:

make the necessary investments for the development of adult education. the training of training and organiza-
tional personnel. the production of equipment and the preparation of educational strategies and-methods suitable
for adults: .

(d) encourage exchange; of experience and compile and disseminate statistical and other information on the strate-
gies. structures. contents, methods and results. both ,quantitative and qualitative. of adult education.

(e) bring the existence and nature of adult education programmes io the attention of all potential beneficiaries, in
particular the most disadYantaged, on a systematic basis. inform and eciii7sel those wishing to participate and
provide background information and encoT:rugement for'lliose who are hesitant about partleipating.

I-5 In order to achieve these objectives, recourse should be had not only to institqtions and establishments whose primary
concern is adult- education but also to:

(a) sthool, university, culttyl and scientific establishments, whetti'er public or private. at all levels.

(b) mass: information bodies: the press. radio and television:

(C) voluntary associations and consortia:

(d) professional. trade union and family organizations:

(e) commercial firms:

(1) educators. -technicians or qualified experts working on an individual basis:

(g) any pers...n or group ofpersons.expressing the wish and who are in a position to make a riseful Lontribution-in this
regard by virtue of their education, training, experience or -professional or social activities.

IA Member States should encourage school and university establishments to participate on a broad basis in adult educa-
tion programmes and inaction designed to promote the development of such' programmes. in particular by
making available their own teaching stall', conducting research and training the necessary personnel.

17. There should hd se! up, at all levels, national. regional and local:
`---

(a) structures or procedures for joint action and eo-ordination between public authorities which are ecnimetent-in .the
fielfr,,of -adult education:

(b) structures Or procedures, for consultation, joint action and harmonization between the said public authorities, the
representatives of adults undergoing training and the entire range of bodies carrying out adult education pro-
grammes or activities designed to promote the development of such programmes.

It should be among the prirferpal tupctions of these structures to identify the objectives, to studs the obstacles en-
countered. to propose arid.'where appropriate, carry out the measures necessary for implenientation of the adult educa-
tion policy and to evaluate the progres; made.

(c)

IS. There should he set tip at national level. antl. where appropriate. at regional lon. structures fur joint action and
co-operation between the /public authorities and 1.Alies responsiblejor adult education on the. one hand and the public.
or private bodies responsible-for radio and television on the other.

It should be among the principal functions of these structures to'study. propose and, where appropriate, carry out
measures designed to:

(a) set aside an adequate proportion of broadcristing time for education programmes.

lb) promote the objectivity and educational qualities of programmes as 'a whole;

(c) establish a two-way flow of exchanges_hetween those responsible for or sthose professionally engaged in educa-
tional programmes broadcast by radio or television and the groups at which they are aimed.

19 Arrangements should be made to ensure, on a regular basis, the necessary funds for adult education programmes and
education designed to promote the development of such programmes. it should be recognized that the public authpmes
and employers have to ecnfiribute to these funds to an extent commensurate with their ,respective responsibilities and in
accordance with the nature of the programmes. in question.

20 Member States should allocate to adult education a percentage of public funds, and particularly of public funds ear-
marked for education, matching the importance of such education to society.

/
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21. Member States should ensure that- the public authorities:

(a) encourage, by laying down an appropriate legal and financial framework, the creation and development of adult
education associations and consortia on a voluntary and- administratively independent basis;

(b) provide non-governmental bodies participating in adult education programmes, or in action designed to promote
such programmes, in particular under contract, with the technical or financial resources enabling. them to carry
out their task;

(c) see that such non-governmental bodies, enjoy the freedom of opinion and the technical and educational autonomy
which are necessary in order to give effect to the principles set forth in paragraph 2 above;

(d) take approprite measures to ensure the educational and technical efficiency of programnies or action conducted by
profit-making bodies or bodies in receipt of contributions from public funds.

22 Lack of funds should not be an obstacle to the participation of interested parties in ligult. education nrmes.
The participation of members of underprivileged sociel groups should, circumstances, be free of charge.

IV. CONTENT OF ADULT EDUCATION

23 Adult education activities should cover all fields of life and knowledge and be addressed tO,people-whatever their level
of achievement. In particular, they should relate to:

(a)-elementary education; .

(b) hygiene. health, the upbringing of children, household management, consumer education.

(c) knowledge of nature and the environment;

(d)'technical and vocational trainine. Maher trainingand retraining;
..:-.

(e)hunian rights arid means of ensurindTheif exercise;

(f) the major problems of the modern-- tviirld;

(g) civic. political, trade union and co-operative education;

th) -the natural sciences, social sciences and humanities;
,6) education for cultural development and for artistic

..,

f (j, physical and sports education.
,... - ,

24 Civic_politic''af..trade union and-co-operative education activities should be aimed particularly towards developing
independent and critical judgement and implanting or enhancing the .necessary abilities for participation in the manage-
ment of social affairs at all levels.

...'
1 2 .
25 Technical aid vocation I education activities should emphasize the acquisition of qualifications which are stifficient:y -
broad to allow of subsequci changes of occupation and should combine general education and a preparation for work-.
Mg fife. , .

. . .

26 Activities designed to pronutc cultural development antliatistic creation shouldkprovide .training in the_oppreciation
of existing zultural and -artistic values and ,vvorks and, at the-same time, should aim to proinote the creation of new values
and new works: by releasing the expressive capabilities inherent in each ,individual or group.

27 As far as settled or nomadic rural populations are concerned, adult education activities should be designed, in par-
ticular to;

(a) enable them to use technic-a: procedures and methods of individual or joint work likely to improve tkicir standard
of living without obliging them to forego- their own values;

(b) put an end to the isolation of individuals or groups:

(c) prepare individuals or groups of individuals who ate obliged to)eave-their homes, despite the efforts designed to
halt the depopulation or the countryside. for a change in their way of life or for a new field of activity.

25; 'With regard to-such persons or groups as have remained illiterate or are experiencing difficulty in adjusting to society
because of the slenderness of their resources, their limited education or their restricted participation in community life,
adult education activities shouldsbe designed, in-particular, not only to enable them to acquire 'basic knowledge, (reading,
writing. arithmetic. basic understanding of natural and social phenomena). but also to make it easier fur them-to engage
in, productive work. to promote their self-awareness and their grasp of the problems of hygiene, health. household man-
agement Ind the upbringing of i..1,ildren and to enhance their aujonomy and:increase their particip.Rion in community life.

24 With regard to young people who have been unable to acquire an adequate standard of general education or a quali-
fication. adult education activities should. in particular. enable theni to acquire additional general education with a view to
-deVeloping their to understand the problems-of society and shoulder social responsibilities and gaming access to the
vocational training which is necessary for the exercise of an occupational activity.

3') With regard to the physically or mentally handicapped. adult education activities should he designed, in particular, to
restore or otfse( the physical or mental capacities which have been impaired or lost as a result of their Vpdicap,--and-to---,
provide them with the technical or professional qualificAtions required for the exercise of an occupationaractivity compa-
tible with their -handicap.

I With regard to migrant workers and refugees, adult education actkhics should enable them. in.spartieular. to acquire
the lingqistic and general knowledge as well as the technical or p,rofcs)iuml qualifications necessary for their temporary or

\\



permanent assimilation in the-society of the host country and. where appropriate, their reassimilation in the society of
their country of origin.

32. With regard to unemployed workers, adult education activities should 5e designed, in particular.. to adapt or modify
their technical or professional qualification with a view to enabling them to return to employment.

33. With regard to the aged, adult education activities should be designed. in particular:

(a) to provide a grounding in the problems facing retired people and in as of dealing with such problems, for the
benefit of those-who are on the point of leaving working life;

(b) to enable those who have left working life to retain their physical and intellectual faculties and to continue to
participate in community life and also to give them access to fields of knowledge or types of activity which have
not been open to them during their working life.

V. METHODS OF ADULT 'EDUCATION AND RESEARCH

34. Participation in an adult education progrannne should of necessity be a voluntary matter.

35. Participation in an adult education prograMme should be subject only to the to follow the course of training
provided and-not to any (upper) age limit or any condition concerning the possession of a diploma or qualification. any
aptitude tests on the basis of which a selection might be made if necessary should be adapted to the various categories
of candidates taking such tests.

36. Adult education methods should take account 'of:

(a) the experience gained by the adult in the exercise of his family, social and occupational responsibilities:
.

(b) the family, social or occupatidnal obligations borne by the adult and the fatigue and unpaired alertness Which may
result from, them;

(c) the special characteristics-of the adult's learning mocess.

37 Adult education- programmes' fur the improvement of technical or professional qualifications should. as a general rule,
be organized during working time and, in the case of seasonal work, during the slack season..

38 In order to encourage the broadest possible participation in adult education. the programmes should include one or
more of die-following:

(a) remote teaching programmes such as correspondence courses and radio or television broadcasts. the intended
recipients of such programmes being invited to for.m_groups with a view to-working-or listening-together (such
.groups should ieccive Tappropiiate -pedagogical support);

(b) programmes launched by mobile units;
-

(c) self - teaching programmes. --- -. ',
The various services which public libiaries are able to put at the disposal of adults undergoing training should be

developed on a systematic basis. .. , -- .
IA .

39 It should be possible to acquire certain forms,of training or qualifg..A itions thrumgh nterinitte'nt participation in.educa-
don activities leading to the award of credits which can be accrued and- or entereif; in an individual, student's `course
record' book" -

/
-..:.,40, In general, adult education activities should include the following phases, whether consecutive or otherwise.

.,....,
(aT background information;

(b)-compilation of requests and assistance in formulating requests or identifying needs;

(c) definition of objectives;

(d) finalization of the programme and of materials;

( e)- the course' itself;

(f)- evaluation:

Adult education activities, and, in particular, activities concerned with pre-liti.rai..y or literacy work or- programmes
intended for persons having a low level of education attainment, shiild Include a follow-up- phase designed, through
various means such as educational radio or television programmes, group study sessions, etc, to ensure that what has
been learnt during such activities iiiconsolidated and extended.

4r Relatithis between the adult undergoing training and-the adult education teacher should be established -on a basis of
mutual respect and co-operation.

42. The methods used-in-adult-education-should-mit appeal to a competitive spirit but should develop in the adults under-
-,Sgoing training a shared sense of purpose and habits of participation, mutual help. collaboration and team work.

43 Teaching materials (teitbooks, audiovisual equipment, ea...) for adult education should be prepared with a view to
the categories of persons for whom they are intended and- with their_ assistant.e_m_4o.far as this is possible, they should
be adapted to each-specific sittration.

44 The premises used for adult education need not necoN.arily he usedrdi that exclusive purpose but diay also-be niul-
tipurpose or integrated facilities or premises generally used or capable of being used for other purposes in particular,
school. university and scientific establishments, social, cultural or socio cultural centres, clubs, workshops or-open .air sites.

21-"!;;:r
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45. Particular emphasis should be placed on adult education activities of concern to an-entire social or geographical/entity.
or, failing that, action (or institutions) of concern to a diversified audience (children as well as adults, those who are
employed as well as_those who are not employed).

46. Member States shouldjnitiate, promote and support research concerning adult education and, in particular, research on:

(a) incentives and obstables to learning;

(b) the adult's learning process;

'GP

(c), the processes through which and ways in v.Iiih knowledge is aquired, in _particular among populations without
previous education;

(d) processes of interpersonal and mass communication;

(e) teaching aids:

(f) evaluation of the effectiveness of 'training:

(g) the Socio-economic aspect- of adult education;

(h) the assessment and adjustMent of supply and demand with regard to adult Lducation facilities.

The corresponding research programmes should be carried out by universities, adult education bodies and- research
,bodies.

VI. TRAINING

47 It should be
tions. It follows
grammes should

AND- STATUS OF PERSONS ENGAGED. IN ADULT EDUCATION WORK

recognized that adult eduCation requires the participation of persons possessing the necessary qualifica-
that persons-responsible for taking part in-the preparation and implementation of adult education pro-
be adequately trained and that Voeir, knowledge and skills should be periodically updated.

48. Measures should be, taken in order to secure the recruitment and training of:

(a) educators specializing in 'adult education at all levels;

(b) specialists in the planning and administration of adult education;

...--,-,(c) personnel competent to give advice and gtiidance to adults on educational matters;

(U) specialists in the use of mass communication-media and audio= visual media for adult education,

(e) specialists in group-eadership and activities. /

49 Measures should also be taken in older to make highly qualified specialists aware of the problems of adult education
with a tic% to ei.tirimg their partiLipation research on this subject. in training adult,education teachers
and-in proinOtional work, either aired' or indirect. in- regard to adult education programmes.

50 'Measures should be taken to enable anyone capable of acquiring the necessary skills to take part )n the_. prgparation
and implementation -of adult education programmes. in Addition-to those who arc principally occupied with adult educa-.
;ion activities. the following categories of persons in, particular have a potential role-to play in this regard.

(a)/ teachers. whatever may be the level and nature of their teaching activities;

(b) those employed in the field of mass communications, whether in a position of authority or otherwise,

(c) coMmunity and rural development leaders;

; d) per engaged in the .popularization of science and in organizing cultural and sporting_activities,.
(e) social workers:

(1) tho e responsible at all levels for voluntary organizations:

, (g) tec nicians and qualified experts.
\-.

51. tinvretical and practical training on the-problems and methods of adult education should, as
various ibvells, relate to:

(a) [help i ciples of and social development, as it bears on adult education;

(b) systems d qucation;

(c) the ntethoclology of-situational analysis; ,.:..,_

(4)-tlie-planning:- organizati7- and-management of- educational activities;
.

(e) the specific characteristicSoN f the learning-process, in adults;

(f) traditional and- modern techniques. ,methods and facilities for promotional work;

appropriate and at the

(g) the introduction of teaching-paids,
.

S';" -Persons 'habittialfy employed_ in adult education work should not be-offered less-favourable remuneration and oppor--.-f. .
tunnies for promotion than those available to the members of comparable professions. Persons engaging from time to time
in adult education work should be able to du so without detriment to their remuneration or promotion either in sucl,i, work
or in their 'main occupation.



RELATIONS BETWEEN ADULT EDUCATION AND YOUTH EDUCATION

53. The education of young people .hould progressively be (CI-tented towards life-laig, education, taking into account the
experience gained in regard to adult ed,ucation, with .t .iew to preparing young people, whatever their social
take part in adult _education.

To this end, measures should be taken with a view to:

-.Ja) democratizing access to all levels of education and training:

(b) removing the, batriens between disciplines and also between types and levels of education:

(et modifying school and training syllabuses with a view to maintaining and stimulating intellectual curiosity, and
also placing greater emphasis. alongside tho acquisition of knowledge. on the development of aptitudes and the
acquisition of conscious attitudes and patterns of behaviour:

(d) rendering school. univeiv and training establishments increasing open to their economic and social environ-
ment and linking education and work more firmly together:

(e) informing young p2op1e Who leave full-time education or initial training of the opportunities offered by adult
education.

54. In cases where a training course organized .is part of adult education leads to the acquisition of a qualification in -res-
pect of v.,hich, .1 diploma or certificate is awarded when the qualification is acquirea through study in school or university.
such training should be recognized by the award of a diploma or certificate ha.ing equal status. Adult education pro-
grammes which di, not lead to the acquisition of a qualification-similar to -those in respect-of which a diploma or certifi-
cate is awarded should, in appropriate cases,-besecognized by the award of a training certificate.

it
VIII. THE RELATIONS =BETWEEN ADULT EDUCATION AND -WORK,

55. ..In order to promote the participation of_posons of modest means. whether wage-earners or otherwise. in adult educa-
tion programmes, not only reducingihe constraints to which they are subject` but also by providing them with the
opportunity of using in their wor the knowledge, qualifications or aptitudes which adult education programmes are
designed "to -.make available eth, measures should be taken:

(a) to improv orking conditions and, in particular, to alleviate the arduous character of- work and reduce and -

-working--hours;--
_

(b) to promote the. granting of study leave during working time. without loss-of remuneration or subject to the pay-:.
mint of compensatory remuneration and payments for the purpose of offsetting the cost of the education received,

(e) to offer comparable facilities to non-wage-earners of limited means._

56 Member States should encourage or facilitate the inclusion in collective labour agreements of claes beat ing.on adult
education, and in particular clausesstipulating:

(a)-the,,nature of the rnatcrial possibilities and financial benefits extended to employees, and in particular those cm--,

plpyed in sectors wficre .rapid technologicaLchange is taking place or those threatened with being lani off, with
7 a view to their participation in adult. education programmes:

(b) the manner in, which technical or professional qualifications acquired through adult education are taken into ac-
count in determining the employment category and in establishing the level of remuneration.

57. Member States sh-ould also invite firms:

(a)-to anticipate and publicize. by level and type of qualificatiiin," their skilled manpower requiremcnts and the me-:
thods of recruitment which are envisaged to meet such needs; t

(b) to organize or develop ,a recruitinent system such as will encourage their employees to seek to improve their-

occupational qualifications.

58 In connexion with adult training programmes organized by .t firm for its staff, Member States should ensure that em-
ployees who' are accept6d for such courses:

(a) are chosen in consultation with the wolers' representative bodies;

(b) receive as certificate of training or paper qualification on cvinplction of the programme enabling them to satisfy
third parties that they have completed a_given training course or received a given qualifiCation,

59. Measures should be taken with a view to prophicing the. participation of adults belonging to 1.1,bouring, agricultural
Or 'craft communities in the implementation of ad'u'lt education programmes intended for such communities. to this end
they should be, grunted special 'facilities.

IX. INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIO

60 Member St.ites should strengthen their co.upeption, whether on a bilateral or basis, with a view to
proinotirg the development of adult education and the improvement of its content and methods.

To this end. they.,should endeavour, ;tu incorporate specific clauses bearing on adult,education in international agree-
ments concerned with co-operation in the fields of education, science and culture,

61 ,Member States should piit their cgperience with regard to adult education at the disposal of other Member States by
providing them-with technical-assistance and, in Appropriate eases. with material or financial assistance.

23



The) should systematically support adult education activities conducted in countries so wishing. through Unesco and
through other international organizations. with a view to economic. social anti cultural development in the..countries
concerned,

62 Measures should -be taken at national. regional and international leiels with a view to Making regular exchanges of
information and documentation %in the strategies. structures., conunts. methods and results of adult education and on
relevant research.

--These exchanges should be made on a si,ItemItic basis between countries facing the same problems and so *iced a's'
to be- capable of applying the same so Lions. to this end, meetings should be organized. in particular on a regional. or_
sub-regional basis.'with viey, to pubRizing relevant experiments and studying to what ,extent the) are repr_Oducible.

joint_ machinery should be-set up in order to ensure a better return on the research which is undertaken.

Measures should be taken wit% a view to `the .:,ptimum dissemination and utilization of audio-visual equipment- and
Materials. In particular:It would be appropriate:

(a) to adapt such disseMination_and utilization to the various. countries' so..ial needs and conditions. bearing in mind
their specific cultural characteristics and level -of development:

(h) to remove the obstacles td such dissemination and utilization resulting from the-regulations governing commercial
or intellectual-property.

64 In order to_ facilitate international co-operation, NIG11116er States- should -apply -to-adult education the standards recom-,
mended at international level. in particular with reedrd to The presentation of statistical data.
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ANNEX II
PARAGRAPH-BY-PARAGRAPH COMMENTARY

I. The definition which is offered hee :

.(a)/is intentiOnalty a neutral definition, sit attaches no value judgements to the notion of adult or of aduleieducation;
it is not -concerned4with ultimate objectives;

(b) is at the same time di positive and a negative-definition, it is- positive -in that it makes use of the notion of `orga-
nized" processes. it is egative in that, as a consequence, it implicitly excludes vague influences which cannot be
embodied in a policy.

The pu(pose., of this paragraph is el) dad>, the objectives of adult education as identified in the preliminary report.
It is intended to define not content, %%Judi is the Subject_ of i'art.IV of the Recommendation (paragraphs 23 to 33), but ul-
tithate gOals.

3. The purpose(of this paragraph is to spell out the fundamental approach of adult education,--based on the par-
ticipation,61 those ,gmerricd and ret-ognition of the specific t.haracter of each situation and the important role played
by the Community. .

The purpose of this paragraph is:

(a) to define the rclati'OnshiP that must be established between adult education, on the one hand, and economic,
sodial and cultural development policy. on the other, with regard to the education system, the point.is made that
adult education is not only part of the system but also a specific part of it;

.

(b) to. list the major categories of problems raised by the implementation of an addt education .policy, thereby
figurirtg the schema subSequently adopted;

(c) to recall that an- adult education policy must not entail discrimination:

1. Thks paragraph spet-ifies the scope of the principle of non-discrimination, in so far as it relates to Os and women, and
emphasizes the,need for-an active policy. .... / . . .

t -
6. This paragraph also emphasizys the need fair in,,- adive policy witrregard to a. nunibei of disadvantaged,sodial groups.
Tip:se social groups are not all of equal important.e. stone oct.iir in all countries. others ipainly in developing Countries and
others again mainly. in developed countries. . 4 .

7. This paragraph affirms the need. in the- t-ontext of planning activities. to take into qCount the objectives of adult
education in themselves and also in relation to the objectiVes,of education in general and of development policy.

S. This paragraph highlights the need for broad (.onsidtatiou with regaid to the framing ant implementation of-din adult
,.

education policy: .

9. This paragraph reaffirins and emends the idea set out in paragraph 4 concerning the plac . of addlt educa tion in
education systems. It speofics the rclationship between early educdition and adult education froni four .different angles.

(a) non-separation;

(b) differentiation:

(c) equal importance;

(d).complementarity with a view to life -long education.

10. The purpose of this pardigraph Is to ret-all that the various t.ornponents of education systems should be dCveloped
harmoniously.,

0
II. Education systems dire of v,aruSlis kinds with the result that adult education. as the preliminary report mentions, wilt -

necessarily play a variable rile alai ot.t.upy a.diffcrent place depending on the scopek and performance of the education
system. The purpose of this-paragraph Is to Spcoly the elements on the basis of which this role and place may be-defined.

12. This paragraph lists. in hat is intended. to be- a 'fan!), comprehensive manner. the types. of development programmes
which should include an adult education component.:

L3. This paragraph formulates, slung the lines set out in the preliminary report, the need' for flexible, diversified and
adaptable structures.

14. This paragraph klesibes the various medisures.,which need to be taken in order to provide adult -dut-ditionLnot only
with structures fur diytion but also with the avvonipanying structures net-essary fur the-long-term (lodgment of such diction..

15. sTlais paragraph lists the bodies and persons having di part to play in carrying out the tasks outlined in the preceding
paragraph.

16. This paragraph dwells 00 the need fur enlisting thcpditit-ipat!on of st.hool and university establishments in carrying
out adult education programmes. In the niain alese art. infelent.es drawn from the principles set forth in paragraphs 4 .
and 9., There does not seem to be any need to. spcufy more preosely what form the required partmpation should 'take,
it is clear that it would entail involvement in the tasks mentioned in paragraph 14.

17. This paragraph, which deals with die ,ti.kaut., fit t.u-operation and t.o.ordination. distinguishes between two dif:
ferent levels: , ;

27
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, a
(a) the first concerns the relation between public authorities: . , c,

/
(b) the second concerns the relations tfetwacen the public 'authorities on the one hand and nongovernmental bodies

on the other.
- ... - .

'. rs- , - s .

3. This paragraph deals with the relations which should be established between those responsible for adult education
and =those responsible for -radio and tele% 01011 broadcasting. It spet.ifies the measilies which should be adopted as-a means
of ensuring that radio and-television contribute effectively to adult education.

. -
19 Apart from4affirnung the need_ for regular financing, this paragraph specifies that the public authorities and cmployels
must participate in sold financing in proportion to tfacir respect)se lesponyibilities. This does not rule out other sources
of finance but tuerek;,pinpnts.the principal respo-nsibilities in'-this regard: . . . :

.t..

20. This paragraph _set% out the inferences to be drawn from paragraph 19 as far as the public authorities are..-concerned.
. . -

21Aliis Paragraph Is concerned with speeifying the nature o'ffhe---(21tions which must be established;_between the public.
t

authorities and non-goseirmiritil,bodies,engaoed m adult iedueation from the legal and fnaneial point-of sieve and-from
the point of view of liberties.and taltaiga1 and educationalietliciency. - .

22. The purpose of this paragraph is to ensure_th4;the,dult is not obliged. on account of. his limited financial means,to
. Y ,

forego an- education which would be usatil to him. 'ft-proposes that adult education be made available without charge,
at least to those who are-poorest. It seems that this is-essential if the object'ses spelt out earlier are to 'be achieved.

. . .-
23 This paragraph does not list intimate goals, which were enumerated in paraoraph 2. but content. Although it is pos=
sible to point out similar-Hi-9. between certain objectises in paragraph 2 and,ce;ttim.cutfients in paragraph 23, IL is clear.
that each programme in,part(iiraph 23 separately. should aim to achiese the sum total of the siltiniate goals. specified, in
pathgraPh 2., v. , . . _

24. 25 and 26. These paragraphs describe, in confoimity with the .guidelines set out in the prelituniary report. the spirit
itt,which,ciftwiri of the programmes specified in paragraph 23 should be conceived and carried out.
, to 33' These paragraphs define the,main components of programmes which should be Implemented for the benefit..

of the most disadvantaged sectors--,of the population. . '' 1
.-.;

t .
34' The scope of-the principle embodied in.this paragraph, under which participation_ in an adult education programme
should be soluntary: is to be understood in close, relationship with the pros -isions of paragraph 14(e). fundamental as.
the 'rule of soluntary participation is. it dues not exclus',..'iind to some. extent it esen assumes. intensise work to provide
iiiici.gound information. and encouragement for persons -who are reluctant- to partaupate in an adult education piogramme -s,

because they feel -then are inadequately prepared or because they do not clearly set' the point... a ,.. , '. _
.- rV'

35 .The,purPos7e of this paragraph is to emphasize .hat adult education must not-be based on machnieey for selection lan0 ,

esclusitiff but, on the contrary. must be as accessible as possible, to all categories,of adults who feel the need of -training,
while it is true that some types of training by reason of think purpose and eharacteristies, cannot usefully accommodate all
,applicants. admission requirements in such case's should not critan any explicit or implicit discrimination such as all, too
frequently occurs in, the case of aptitude tests based on a 'particular culture. ,r,

.
,

.- . ''',... --......,.--'
' .

36 The purpose of this paragraph-is to speedy the scope of the principles set, forth in paragraph 3, the main characteristics
of the indisidual situation of the adult undergoing training are, on the_positive side: his experience_ and, on the negative side,
the constraints to which he is. subject. in more general terms. it would be arbitrary' to identify certain features of
the adult's learning process with those with which educators are already familiar through having observed then] in
children or adolescents. . . -.

'-V

37 This par graph stipulates that in order to uprose leartung,g'.nditions and avoid overtirmohe adult student, educa.4.
On programmes for the improvement of technical Of professional qualuieations should take place diningcworking hours,

, furthermore, the observance of this principle is justifielLin terms of the effort which is required of :int:" adult whit -is
engaged-in training ,activities and in terms of the advantages -which are likely to accrue to the.comm4ty.

38 This paragraph describes the types of programmes which.'11nough being designed largely with an eye to the student's,
convenience. are most 2cathly compatible %silk the eereise °ran occupational activity or discharge of a ,soiaal or family
responsibility. it alsolopeenies that- remote teaching programmes, in order to be effective. should be-the subject of aceom--
panying action, without which the student is likely to feel isolated and discouraged and will, in any case, be unable to-
evaluate his Progress. ' ) -

..

39 This paragraph too seeks to make edusaition/ programmes as convenient for the intended recipients as possible by Al-
lowing for the aeVisitiop of a complete-twining by means of short. sueeessise, interZonneeted, courses. leading ultimately
tb the sante results as a liigle period..< training. the article also introduces the .idea of an )tudisidual student's cynrse
record- book 'Whereby:the adult's different educational experiences can be entered in a singfilloeunient, thus enabling
him to keep a "geoid of his training and. where appropriate, to secure recognition foi it. .

-40 This paragraph is in keeping with the preliminary report in the emphasis which It places on the importance of not
Nducing education to the mere transmission of knowledge, jt specifies the different. stages one has normally togo through,

.... ....,.s'onsecutively or not from one's first contact with a speedis population group till one is,in a position to say that the pro-
grammes hasc achieved their aim. It recalls that adult education work should include 41 follow-up" phase. as a means of .

t'-, -cpnsolidatiig and extending'ng' what has been learbt.., t a
\ - .

. /
31. This paragraph spells out the implications of the general prin.-10:S set faith in paragraphs and .36, with regard ,to
the relationship between the educator and the adult undergoing training. .

,
42 This paragraPh spells out the imPlications, as far as the methods of educAion arc concerned, of the importance at-
tacked to the community aspects of adult education and its rifle in promoting, adult awareness and the development of all

. forms of solidarity. fr.-
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43. This paragraph empliasizt.s that tc.t,hing matt:lulls or stippoiting cquipnient used for adult education should not as a
gen=eral rule consist .of Jtandad items, uSeTwliatever the mutat, of the atidience, the idea is riot only not to use for adults
material which was designed for addict] but also not CO 11 S4 for adults nittivial which has been deigned fur °the. adults.
.ts was already clear fronfpalagraph the prepalation tcat.hing.inatciials should be reg.trded, as far as possible,
as a necessary stage in organizing- any training activity.

44. This paragraph vniphasizcs tht. !iced. which had already bcca strc,scd_in the prellimnary report. of aelueing the
. spatial integration of adalt ed....aide in the environment w Inch' it transfoim. The use of multipurpose facilities

is.no more than a specific imatam,e tit such intc.uation. in malty the liattual environment- offers the best solution.

45. Thts paragraph,4)11ivh, Ilk, a number of oth,rs, spells out the implications tit recognizing the. important rule played
by the &immunity dr ih. process a .adult eduvation, cruphasiz-s that the community must for this purpose be keen .ts far
.ts piksible in terms Of a totality, the itit.ractiohs which at in act; Icaintne situation may be used as a means of over-

* coming barriers separating age groups of population groups.

46. This paragraph ernitut,.r...1..s (he main field, on vvl.i..11 adult education researchpolicy should concentrate. a seems that
such research should ....we: the J.h.to cconoiniv aiSPLA.1) of adult cdtivation as well as its strictly pedagogical aspects.

4. This paragraph .ccalls that the nrcpaiation ad implementation of adult education programmes calls for a -high
degree of skill and th.tt those taking part in it should therefore have .been adequately trained.

48 This parag,aph enornviatc, luau' eat.,zoilcs of adult education_ specialists who should be recrtitted and trained.

Th;s paragiaph calls 1. r the .../cattoti of a both of high -level specialists who could contribute to research, the trainih
of personnel and promotional work in regard to adult education programmes.

50. This paragraph recalls that. apart from the pei-JOEIN referred to in the preceding paragraphs, all adults are potential
educators. it point Jilt !hid this potential has no chance of beans realized unless the adult given encourage-men'. and
spells out the catcgor.t., of persons who are paitivularlY well suited. in view of their responsibilities and qualifi-
cations, to,tr.tke part as educators er organizers in adult education programmes. q
51. This paragraph cnant..r.itu., the nutiti elements which be included in a programme for the training of adult

-.edtleatiol personnel.

52. The purpose of this paragraph is: t
f. to eliminate possible bctapossible tmthe ticatment accor$.1ed to-persons employed on a full-time basis in adult

education and the treatment given to menibers of comparable professions;

b) t recall that sateguartjs need to be written into the rultvat legislation if one is to make possible to keep
switching bt.tt.t.n work aiN an adult education teacher ant',the,exert,,ve of some other profession or'responsibility.

53. This paragraph deals vvith matters oninvint.11 at grc.it dial, more could be said bin this would really provide the
al for anothci leaan1111,1ldatli w c.anedning the read) ust 'mut of the strst,t tires and methods of formal education

in the contest ct lift -1s it...do..s not seem, however, that the present recommendation can afford to pass over
-the matter. entirely without-comment.

54. This par.i.ikipli revers to the inoblciii of diplomats tit %.%4.1.1tiaikeS twarded both by schools and universities and by
adult education. t is iiiipoitoin that the diplomat, awarded in reWte:Lt'cif courses of, training of a given standard should
be of equal value. otheiwist. the ,picstide, ot adult education would bv lower than that of conventional channels.

$5. The problons of illarticipation in adult cducatiJU activities call for -specific measures affecting Lhe whole
organization tit altliottgli it i, piobably not the, hosiniof Lneco to go into the details of such measures,
it is desirable that it Shourd indicate at least the main lines along col ch they should be directed.

5f. "I"his paragraph [OWN h7 tK,a type, ot pioblem to which ,tI ition ought to be found within the framework .o: col
lective labour agreentents:

tar,there is huh. likelihood of gu.ttd pal ti,ipa.lon by worls.v, in atilu.Liltitattion programmes if they are not encotir-
aged to participate through .14km-tents in their working conditions;'

hi in view tat the effort which 1, ictialital of a worker who Liabarks on a training course.th,e_terms on which he will
tie entitled to nhin.41.11 ft,Npi:t..1 Of such naming should he dearly defined. although it will not be
possible to atvaid such rc,o,:rifion ul cvciy Lase, the matter should not be left to chance circumstances or the
discretion of employe's. ,

57. This paragiaph :iced film% to olitribiitc by then pcisonnel polictes to efforts which are made to
plan manpower retlitireniCnts and to improve occupational qualifications.

58, This paragaph 'airangcniviits snotild gtitun the ,ii,01 +1' workers to trairing anti should make
`ft easier h.r them to use the training which they have action ,d it such tiaining is ,provided on the initiative of the firm.

,51. This patagiapli Acts it the Ll..slialulitt of enlisting Ili adtilt ,ducatioa the pal ticipation of persons belonging originally
to the communities for'whicti such education is intended.

(10 - h2, these pai.igraph, spell oat di, ,..Lssiit of shengthviling uitcnlativu.,l %.0-lkiki.itiot and promoting international
solidaritv in the lick .icy dtt oh on the nc,d tor a continuous vvvhangc of information and specify the
fields Which .dsti the applopliate 1..,c1s, the, intentionall, emphasize the regional
and sub-rep...J*9A framework and suggest that Joint muchness be set up at this level.

63. Ili:, paragra'pli--r.tkes I

t,t1 the problem of the pr,....iiitions tv1-11:1-1 11-ortici-hetak...n in dissoilinating and using the equipment and materials
in question ,0 as to en,tlie that 111%. now oppot whion....dicv instiiiimultal in making avatlahle in adult
education really have the .desiraltesult;
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(b) the prOblem of the dillitulty of disseminating audiosisual equipment and Materials. ouing to-a number of res,
trictive regulations.

While it is true that the dissemination of this mateiial mast not be aibitrailly testi:Lied. it IN also true that it must nut
be arbitrarily encouraged. ithout reference to the feasibilit; of using it at local or national loel. modern- equip-
ment and aids ayeuseful only in so far as their use is properly &Ai:tailed into an educational strategy adapted
to the requirements oflhe community rather than existing as an extra. unassimilated factor.

64. This paragraph, MriLh is included in the majority of international instruments..stresses the Importantai of harmoniz-
ing the standards used in d:fferent countries. particularly uith regard to the presentation of statistical data.

I-
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CANADIAN RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSED__ NTERNATIONAL

INSTRUMENT ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION

Dear Mr, Director General:

Thank you or your letier of Scuci nbei.'1975 ul which you invited this Commission's response to the proposed
Instrument on the Development of Adult Education. During the past two months we :fate consulted both the governmen-
tal and non governmental oiganizatio..s within Canada who have an intelest in this question. As a result art our detailed
study of the Joetiment. we are now in a position to place before you for consideration several recommendations con-
cerning important aspects of the proposed Instrument.

-It is important to remember that the study of this doeurocnt is another important step in the ongoing rcflexion
initiated-by conferences. publieations, seminars. mainly &rine the preparation period of the Tokyo Conlcrence. We
have made .1 detailed study of this instrument with this histoiic.tl perspective: in mind, and we convey. our point of view
on -the asp_ects_of_this-projeet_of -international recommendations which we feel to be the most important.

At the outset we wish to applaud_ the highly commendable initiatives of UNESCO in-dcYclopIng this draft Instru-
nienk And we are in agreement with the general 'direction of the recommendations contained in the document. We are
confident that this-Instrument will be of significant %Atte in the dzyclopment of adult education on world scale jf it is
approved at the 19111-General Conference.

We wish. however. to suggest for VOW sympathetic consideration the following pioposals to- improve the docu-
ment in several important areas-:

A. Significant implications of the Tokyo Conference and the Faure ,Report
r

Taken as a whole the document does not appear to us to incorporate fully the principles established at the
Tokyo Conference on Adult Ed-cation and in the International Commission on the Development of Education trash'-
Report,: In our view, there is_a need to reconsider the text of the proposed nistrunicot in order to reflect mores,adequalely
The concepts and positions reached by UNESCO at Tokyo and in the -sure Report and to integrate the major ideas
from these documents within the present text all resulting from UNESCO's initiative.

.
Specifically. we recommend that the :aro wing central concepts be more adequately incorporated into the _pro-

posed instrument. lir.a. the central importance of the concept of democratization' and the creation of learning oppor-
tunities foj all persons, and particularly. for socially disadvaniaged groups. stcoitif,,,the emphasis upon the community
dimension of education beyond the immediate notion of individual-learning which constitutes a tool for social. economic.
political and cultural development tdixeussions at the Tokyo Conference made clear that adult education can be regarded
as an instrument with which to combat economic and cultural alienation and prepare the way for the emergence of a
liberating, genuine national ,culture'").' Mad. the importanee of the toitOpt oLlifelong learning. which entails .1 recog-
nition Oat the education of children and of adults should be seen 1%.1_,I-arAeispittrspectise of iceiprOtal relationships bet-
ween thl school and the community. promoting community developintA---, '';',,t. -

B. -Struiltres and Financing of Adult Education :-...--..v

. Throughout the document. arid in particular in section 3. there is a need to place mole stress upon funding for
adult edukion. sine,: in most societies. without much more adequate funding. significant detelopment of thQ potential of
adult education will not be possible. Ws.;, recommend that this section of the &content be re-drawn to take account of the
need to r .-evaluate the distribution of educational budgets among_11Htwo sector (Initial and further education) and to1.

reflect IN- importance both of augmenting the size of adult education budgets, and diversifying sources of support for
adult edit:anon.

., .

Similariy. the document should empha. /ar the need for higher priority toward the detelopment of adequate
structures and institutions for adult education at both the goternmental and non governmental levels, Indeed. taking into
account tIe dialeetie.e relationship between basic education and strategies peculiar to adult education. how can the dyna-
mics of el doge he initiated if adult education, in its most intiosause and specific' elements, does not benefit from auton-
omous ins itutional facilities for a significant period of time ?

C. The D; linition of Adult Education

"iihe definition of adult education provided in the document is somewhat intimidating. leading, to an overly - strict
- eonceptionlof adult learning throughout the text of the proposed !Hsu ument. The definition specifies. with good reason.

the notion of individual development and the importance of occupational training-in the context .4 increasing productivity.
1In oar opi ion it is nonetheless necessary to develop further the concept of adult education in order to take into account

autonomou learning. community-development and the learning society. -
14aring in mind the major concepts devAloped ii) L N[SCO in recent years in the field of adult education, the

Instrument khould take into account the various ilon-etonomie diniensions of adult learning in the context of community
development, In addition to economic development. the instrument ought to 4..iiiphasize socio-cultural development. that
is to say. tie quality of life of boa individuals and the communities in a broad sense. ,.

i
D. Education! and Work or Education and Development r ,

-.1she overly strict interpretation of the definition of adult education is particularly evident in the second to last
section of,the instrument relating to education and work. Following as at does upon the section concerning the relation:

Pd MD 3 Paragraph 280
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-ship-between education of the young and adult education. this section should include reference to the larger question of
education and social .14.clopniiit of which I. dti,ation and work Is Lll% one dimension. As al result, there is a need in this
section. I) to t.1111/11.."Lc. the oiyoitanloc of paid educational :CdI; for purposes other than niereb ocl.tipational-training.
21 to take a4wuut of v-it-of school adult education agents beyond the confines of business enterprise, 3) to deelop fur-
ther the notion inipottancc.of the paitiapation of affected population, in the cdtil.atibal programs designed to
reach them. and tioally, -.It to is ,nipliastz, the important concept of development e%olved through the recommendations
of the Tokyo ConiciLino... This final point entaih .1 greater emphasis in this se..tion on programs of literacy and outreach
to rural workers in the context of community development.

E. Thrertiationill Conpgration

The s...tion on iiikinataa..11,00pciation would be strengthened considerably by induston of the following four
points:

I. The bene!fits of inter-regional exchange and cooperation;

2. The inipoWanc, of ton,,,-oopelation towids the id.ntakaton of new educational strategies in the con-
text of 'reciprocity'.

3. The importari, v. the ...initt>ition of killi)Crsttics. couperati%es, trade unions. adult education assouations and other
.non - governmental organizations it the field of international cooperation in adult -education,

4 A firm aaa_nn_nt that sodt innanational ....topciation in the fields of information. research, and the exchange of-inno%a-
the experi,:nc lequ..es adequate staff strul_tta.. within LNESCO to support these initiatt%cs. It is therefore im-
portant_ that patagt..ph 61 N. amended in order to delineate the need for a more central role and, consequently. more

:/ r substantial resources within UNESCO in order to respond and give leadership in this important area.

In addition to the points mentioned ,thoe we wish as cell to put-forward seven additional recomt
niendations for -consideration:

I. The final .ersion of- this document should place greater emphasis upon the rights and position of women in adult
education. %V 1,.oninn_nd that the instrument be re-drafted to Lliminate. the existing mast...dine orientation, that the
importance of chid-n_attne' he imorporated into the text (esp.:L.0k in the _definition), and that -references to dis-
crimination based upon sex he expanded to include discrimination based upon marital status.

2. The excellent s....t.on 21 on wliintary organizations in adult education should be expanded by including the text of
paragraph 59 from the document ED MD_ 37. parlicul...1% the first sentence of that paragraph and the call -for main-
taining the atiionomy.of these organizations.

3. Projessionalizarion

In order to tinno_css.tiV ambigua% concerning the professtonalization of .tdult cdti,atiori, the document .should
distinguish cicatly bctwccn,the to....1 of ..onipeteme necessary in order to teach adults, and the dangerous tendency
towards a nionope of acc4s, bs those who happen to possess certification. At the same time. the do..ument should
stress the importance of the t.ontinpng education of teachers of adults rather than c..7tificatipn.

4_ In our view the proposed institini.nt has an unfortunate tendency to transpose the models and terminology of formal
education to the different reality of adult education.

S. 'hi the cont...xt ptoerams the doLunietct should stress the importance in utilizing, to the extent possible, the
languages= of the country.

6. The importance attached in the doLunients to the notion of med. as a key concept for defining the v.,ntent of training
program., ought to be balanced by .tn awarub.ss,of social demand and .1 recognition that individual needs are often con-

,
ditioned by the social context in which they arise.

1. In order to be L.on)iNtent with the slam); paragraphs in the proposed instrument concerning certification, it is neces-
sary that the imIttie a at.itent4nt on the importance of offkial recognition and certification of learning
acquired outside of formal schooling.

It is our hope that these comments will be of use to you and your colleagues in the preparation of an instru-
ment that will appeal to the support of all member states at the 19th session of the General- Conference.

/
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